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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Ultra low noise bolometers are required for space - based astronomical observations. Extremely 
sensitive detectors are necessary for a deep full-sky survey of distant extragalactic sources in the 
submillimeter-wave region corresponding to the extraterrestrial background spectrum minimum. A deep 
full-sky survey is the main goal of the Submillimetron project of the cryogenically cooled telescope on 
the International Space Station [1,2], project CIRCE (NASA) and other projects. Detection of faint 
sources involvves wide-band continuum observation using direct detectors (bolometers) that are not 
restricted by the quantum noise of indirect heterodyne receivers.  
Theoretical estimations and preliminary experiments show that it is possible to realize the necessary 
sensitivity of 10-18 - 10-19 W/Hz1/2 with a novel concept of the antenna-coupled microbolometers [3,4] 
at temperatures ≤0.1 K (Fig. 1). Additional advantages of such detectors are the possibility to operate 
with a wide range of background load, easy integration in arrays, and direct possibility of polarization 
measurements. 
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Fig. 1. Schematics of the normal metal 
hot-electron   microbolometer (NHEB) 
with SIN tunnel junctions for 
temperature measurements in voltage 
biased mode with a SQUID readout 
system. Thermal isolation of absorber 
can be realized by SIN tunnel 
junctions (capacitive RF coupling) 
[3,4] or by Andreev mirrors (direct RF 
coupling) [5,6].

The normal metal hot-electron   microbolometers (NHEB) with SIN tunnel junctions for temperature 
measurements was proposed in configuration with Andreev SN contacts for coupling to antenna [5-7]. 
However, due to limitation for frequencies less than superconducting gap and rather complicated 
structure this type of bolometer did not find further development. The antenna-coupled configuration 
[3,4] has been proposed for the NHEB bolometer to improve sensitivity and high-frequency limits. The 
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NHEB technology can be realized in two configurations: with tunnel junctions for thermal isolation and 
capacitive coupling to the antenna (NHEB-CC) [3,4] or with Andreev mirrors for thermal isolation 
(NHEB –A) [5-7], (Fig. 1). The NHEB-CC can be particularly useful for higher frequencies of 
operation not limited by the superconducting gap. The concept of “cold-electron” bolometer using direct 
electron cooling of the absorber by additional cooling SIN junctions [8] or temperature measuring SIN 
junctions [8] can considerably improve noise properties of the NHEB. It can particularly important in 
presence of a real background power load [9]. 
Another sensitive bolometer is a transition-edge sensor (TES) [10]working with additional heating of 
bolometer by dc bias power.. 
A very important question in our development strategy is whether the bolometer should operate at 
temperature of 100 or 300 mK. A temperature of 100 mK is achievable by ADR, but 300 mK is easier 
to achieve and cryogenic systems for this temperature are well-developed. Moreover, the electron 
cooling could be employed. We thus analyzed the system at 300 mK, trying to develop an “ideal model” 
of the detector. Experiments showed that direct electron cooling works perfectly at this temperature.  
We have analyzed the concept of the optimal hot-electron bolometer in the presence of the final 
background power load (P0 = 10–13 W).  
The optimal configuration of the bolometer proved to be the simplest configuration of the NHEB-CC 
with only 2 SIN tunnel junctions (Fig. 2). The tunnel junctions are used for simultaneous  capacitive 
coupling to the antenna [3,4] and  for temperature measurements of the absorber. Besides that, the same 
tunnel junctions are used for direct electron cooling of absorber [8,9] and for thermal isolation of the 
absorber [3,4]. 

Fig. 2. a) Schematics of the optimal 
hot-electron  microbolometer in the 
simplest configuration, the NHEB-
CC with two SIN tunnel junctions.  
The tunnel junctions are used for 
four functions: capacitive RF 
coupling to the antenna, thermal 
isolation of an absorber, temperature 
measurements and electron cooling 
of the absorber (Cold-Electron 
Bolometer).  

Operation of the NHEB (Fig. 2) has been analyzed theoretically. The effect of correlation of the shot 
noise and the heat flow noise in the NIS junction has been discussed. Partial cancellation of the shot 
noise can be achieved in voltage-biased mode in contrast to the increased noise in the current-biased 
mode. 
The analysis shows that a rather low NEP of better than 2x10-19 W/Hz1/2 determined by thermal 
fluctuation noise of a small absorber can be realized for typical volume of the absorber 0.05 µm3.  A 
SQUID can be used as a readout system in a voltage-biased mode. Experiments show that the NHEB 
technology makes it possible to produce a submillimeter wave receiver for space applications with a dc 
NEP of about 1.5x10-18 W/Hz1/2 at 300mK with SQUID amplifier. 
 

2. OPTIMIZATION OF THE BOLOMETER  IN PRESENCE OF A BACKGROUND POWER 
LOAD 

2.1. Model 
A heat balance equation for the normal metal strip [8,9] is adopted in the following form: 
 



cv Λ
dTe

dt
+ Σ Λ (Te

5 − Tph
5 ) + P (V,Te ,TS ) = P0 +δP .   (1) 

 
Here cv =  γTe is the specific heat capacity of the normal metal; Σ Λ (Te

5 − Tph
5 )  is the heat flow from 

the electron to the phonon subsystem in the normal metal, Σ  is a material constant,  Λ - a volume of the 
absorber, Te and Tph are, respectively, the electron and phonon temperatures; TS is the electron 
temperature of the superconductor electrode forming  the SIN tunnel junction;  P0 is the background 
optical load of the bolometer, and   P(t) is the incoming rf power. 
 
Here we assume that the NIS tunnel junctions are voltage-biased, and the current is measured by a 
SQUID. The sensitivity of the device is then characterized by the current responsivity SI, which is the 
ratio of the current change detected by the SQUID and the change in the power load of the bolometer 
caused by a detected signal,  
 

SI =
∂Iω

∂Pω

=
∂I ∂T

−iωcvΛ + 5ΣΛTe
4 +

∂P
∂T

.      (2) 

 
The sum of the two heat conductances  

Ge − ph = 5ΣΛTe
4  ,       GSIN =

∂P
∂T

     (3) 

stands in denominator. 
Noise properties are characterized by the noise equivalent power (NEP), which is the sum of three 
different contributions, and is defined as follows: 

NEPtotal
2 = NEPe − ph

2 + NEPSIN
2 +

δI2

SI
2 .      (4) 

Here       
NEPe − ph

2 = 10kBΣΛ(Te
6 + Tph

6 )       (5) 

is the noise associated with electron-phonon interaction; NEP2SIN  is the noise of the NIS tunnel 

junctions, and the last term δ I2/S2I  is due to the finite sensitivity of the amplifier (SQUID) δ I, which 

is expressed in pA/Hz1/2 [9]. 
The noise of the SIN tunnel junctions, NEP2SIN , has three components – shot noise 2eI/S2I, the 
fluctuations of the heat flow through the tunnel junctions and the correlation between these two 
processes 
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δPω δIω

SI
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2

SI
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It is necessary to take into account the effect of the electron cooling of the metallic strip by the NIS 
tunnel junctions. For every chosen voltage we first solve the heat balance equation, find the electron 
temperature in the metallic strip, and only after that do we determine current responsivity and NEP. 
 



2.2. NEP with background power load 
 

Our analysis of the effect of background power load on noise performance for different configurations 
of  NHEB bolometers shows that the optimal configuration of the bolometer in presence of a realistic 
background power load is an NHEB with voltage-biased SIN tunnel junctions and current readout by a 
SQUID [9]. The volume of absorber is equal to 0.05 µm3, which is typical for our experiments. The 
current noise of SQUID was equal to 50 fA/Hz1/2 in our simulations. The results are shown in Fig. 3 for 
two levels of microwave background power: P0 = 0 and 0.1 pW. The latter figure is a realistic 
background power load P0 for bandwidth 10% at frequencies 300-1000 GHz for background 
temperature Tbg = 3K. The first curve without background load (P0 = 0) gives NEP = 2x10-19 W for 
typical junction resistance (R) equal to 6 kΩ.  A considerable increase of the NEP to 8x10-18 W/ Hz1/2 is 
obtained for P0 = 0.1 pW. The electron temperature also increases and reaches 230 mK. Decreasing R to 
0.5 kΩ improves the efficiency of the electronic cooling and returns the NEP to the acceptable level of 
8x10-19 W/ Hz1/2 and Te to the level of 100 mK. The NEP goal for the Submillimetron  project is 10-18 
W/ Hz1/2 [1]. 
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Fig. 3.  a) NEP in presence of various background power loads and various efficiencies of direct electronic 

cooling for bath temperature 100 mK. 
 
Overheating by the background power load is common for both types of sensors: NHEB and TES 
sensors using a small absorber. This overheating is dependent only on the volume of the absorber (or 
thermal conductance). Fortunately, the NHEB has a unique possibility of decreasing the overheating by 
direct electron cooling. By contrast, for normal operation of a TES, an additional dc power Pbias = 
(Psignal)max should be added to the background power, which would additionally increase the overheating. 
 
3. CONCEPT OF AN OPTIMAL BOLOMETER 
 
A very important question in our development strategy was whether the bolometer should operate at 
temperature of 100 or 300 mK. A temperature of 100 mK is achievable by ADR, but 300 mK is easier 
to achieve and cryogenic systems for this temperature are well-developed. Moreover, the electron 
cooling could be employed. We thus analyzed the system at 300 mK, trying to develop an “ideal model” 



of the detector. Experiments showed that direct electron cooling works perfectly at this temperature. 
Another option might be to use an intermediate temperature of 200 mK using the double-stage 3He 
sorption cooler recently developed by CEA, Grenoble. 
 
We have analyzed the concept of the optimal hot-electron bolometer in the presence of the final 
background power load (P0 = 10–13 W) and for fixed parameters of the SQUID-amplifier (10 fA/Hz1/2). 
The optimal configuration of the bolometer in presence of the realistic background power load proved 
to be the simplest configuration, the NHEB-CC  
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Fig. 4. a) NEP of an optimal bolometer in presence of the background power load 0.1 pW  for Λ= 0.001 µm3, R= 1 
kΩ, SSQUID =10 fA/Hz1/2, and for bath temperature 300 mK. b) NEPSIN  with partial cancellation of the shot noise 
NEPshot and the heat flow noise NEPheat of SIN tunnel junction (6); NEPuncorr  is shown for comparison. 
 



with two voltage-biased SIN tunnel junctions working in conditions of strong electron cooling and with 
current readout by a SQUID (Fig. 3). The optimal regime can be realized when thermal “cooling 
conductance” through the tunnel junctions predominates over “fundamental” electron-phonon 
conductance.  In these circumstances, an NEP level of 10–18 W/Hz1/2 at 300 mK can be achieved. The 
typical values of NEP of an optimal bolometer in presence of the background power load 0.1 pW, R= 1 
kΩ, SSQUID =10 fA/Hz1/2, and the optimal volume of absorber Λ= 0.0035 µm3 are shown in Fig. 4a. For 
this volume, the total NEP (2) is determined by equal components of the noise of the SIN junction and 
the electron-phonon noise.  Comparison of thermal conductance Ge-ph and GSIN shows that conductance 
through the SIN junctions predominates over electron-phonon conductance, resulting in practically full 
transferance of the incoming power to the readout amplifier. It is interesting to analyze the NEPSIN (Fig. 
4b)  calculated in correspondence with equation (6) and uncorrelated noise NEPuncorr including the first 
and third terms in equation (6). 
 
The main components NEPSIN,   shot noise and heat flow noise (6),  partly compensate each other due to 
mutual correlation and lead to reduction of NEPSIN  in comparison with NEPuncorr. This compensation is 
possible only in voltage-biased mode; in current-biased mode there would be opposite effect of increase 
of the noise to the level higher than uncorrelated noise NEPuncorr  [8].  
 
The dependences of the NEP and thermal conductance G of the  bolometer on a volume of the absorber 
are shown in Fig. 5a. There is no optimal value of NEP for volume of absorber Λ: if we continue to 
decrease Λ, the NEP will improve slightly, but really we have flattening of NEP at this level. The reason 
for the flattening is that we have achieved full transference of P0 to the amplifier, so that the NEPe-ph 
constitutes less that 50% of the total NEP. The critical point of optimal regime is a point of equality of 
NEPSIN and NEPe-ph shown by circle. The optimal regime is on the left from this point. 
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Fig. 5.   a) NEP and thermal conductance of an optimal bolometer in dependence on volume of the absorber in 
presence of the background power load of 0.1 pW for Λ= 0.001 µm3, R = 1 kΩ, SSQUID = 10 fA/Hz1/2, SSQUID = 10 
fA/Hz1/2, and the bath temperature of 300 mK; b) the same values in dependence on resistance of the SIN tunnel 
junctions. 
 
The dependences of the NEP and thermal conductance of the bolometer on the resistance of the SIN 
tunnel junctions R are shown in Fig. 5b. The optimum R value is around 1.5 kΩ. For higher values of R, 
the electron cooling is not so effective and responsivity is decreased increasing noise of SIN junction 
(6) and  SQUID (4). Decrease of R increases the shot noise (reverse proportional to R) without any 
increase in responsivity because of saturation in transferring power.  
It is interesting to note that equal values of NEPSIN to NEPe-ph correspond to considerably higher GSIN in 
comparison with Ge-ph. That difference looks as shot noise of SIN junction is considerably “less noisy” 
than similar shot noise of phonons in electron-phonon system. In principle, the both type of noise are of 
the same order if we have the same temperature  of the source of noise. Independently on small heat 
conductance Ge-ph (3) for the case of strong electron cooling, the relatively flat level of NEPe-ph is 
determined by the second term of phonon noise in Eq.(5) due to fixed bath temperature.   As a common 
result of optimal regime of bolometer, the intensive electron cooling helps to remove all background 
power load from the absorber without considerable increase of noise due to a low electron temperature 
of absorber as a source of the shot noise. 
It gives great advantage and good perspectives of system with SIN tunnel junctions in contrast to a 
transition-edge sensor where all incoming power would overheat an absorber increasing the electron 
temperature to organize heat flow through the only available mechanism of electron-phonon cooling. 
Additional dc heating would only increase the electron temperature and the noise. 
 
4. CASCADE QUASIPARTICLE AMPLIFIER 
 



Effective electron cooling is very important for realization of good noise properties of the NHEB 
bolometer. The diagram in Fig. 6 shows the process of electron cooling with removing hot electrons 
from absorber N1 and creating hot quasiparticles in superconductor S1. After that, the quasiparticles are 
not needed  for the measurement current  because the current will be supported by Cooper pair in 
superconductor. To avoid back heating, the quasiparticles should be trapped by normal metal as soon as 
possible (see, for example, ref [9]). Each quasiparticle releases high energy ∆ in the trap in contrast to 
removed energy from the absorber  of the order of kT with very small efficiency of electron cooling.  It 
is very attractive not throw away these quasiparticles but use their energy for amplification of 
measurement current. 
Several attempts were made before to use a trap for multipliers and transistors [11-13]. However, 
realization  of these devices  has not been done yet. Due to our analysis, the main reason is saturation of 
the devices by background power load (overheating) due to high released  energy of quasiparticles 
equal ∆. The coefficient of amplification for small signal is considerably degraded due to this reason. 
 

 
 
Fig. 6. Schematics of the cascade  amplifier for the hot-electron  microbolometer (NHEB) with trapping hot 
quasiparticles after  tunnel junction T1 and adding a stimulated current I2 to the main measurement current I1 for 
amplification. Note that junctions T1 and T2 (of different area)  work in opposite directions with the same voltage 
near ∆ that can be realized only in a voltage-biased mode. Trap N2 can bring amplification of the current only in 
regime of effective electron cooling. 

The only decision we can see is using the second stage in regime of strong direct electron cooling when 
all released energy will be removed from the trap N2 by tunnel junction T2. In this case we can support 
temperature of N2 near the basic level keeping high coefficient of amplification. 



Schematics of the cascade  amplifier for the hot-electron  microbolometer (NHEB) with trapping hot 
quasiparticles after tunnel junction T1 is shown in Fig. 4a. The interesting feature of the proposed 
scheme is adding the stimulated current I2 to the main measurement current I1 for amplification. In this 
case, the coefficient of amplification will be more than unity for any regime of amplification. Note that 
junctions T1 and T2 (of different area) work in opposite directions with the same voltage near ∆ that can 
be realized only in voltage-biased mode. The junction T1 removes hot electrons from N1 but the junction 
T2 removes hot holes from N2 giving increase of common measuring current in both cases. 
Principle of cascade amplification can be extended further for third stage (and so on) with the same 
adding amplified currents from junctions of increased area, biased in opposite directions by common 
voltage. 
Numerical analysis gives the main characteristic of  the cascade amplifier  with one stage of 
amplification shown in Fig. 5. Coefficient of amplification for small signal 

K2 =
∆I2

∆I1

 

in dependence on voltage has been simulated  for various values of resistance R2 of second tunnel 
junction. The volumes of normal metals Λ1 and Λ 2 are the same. It is clear that effective amplification is 
started at the level of R2 an order of magnitude less than  R1 (more effective electron cooling of N2 for 
increased level of power in comparison with N1). 
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Fig. 7. Coefficient of amplification K2  = ∆I2/ ∆I1 of the cascade  amplifier in dependence on voltage for various 
resistances of second tunnel junction R2. Responsivity of the first tunnel junction is shown by dash-dotted line and 
transferred power of hot quasiparticles to  N2 trap, Pqp1 – by dashed line. The effective amplification is started at the 
level of R2 an order of magnitude less than  R1 (more effective electron cooling of N2 for increased level of power 
in comparison with N1). 
 
Influence of effective electron cooling on performance of amplifier can be clear seen in dependence  of 
amplification on resistance  R2 of the second tunnel junction. If we accept the same R2 as R1 no 
amplification can be realized. It’s interesting that responsivity of the first stage is reasonably good for 



the same parameters. The reason is that the first stage is under influence of the power P0 and second 
stage – under increased power  (roughly proportionally ∆/kT). The dependence of power of hot 
quasiparticles Pqp1 transferred  to trap N2 is shown in Fig. 5 by dashed line.  If we decrease R2, the effect 
of electron cooling is increased  and values of K2 more than 10 are realized for R2/R1=30. 
To continue this line of cascade amplification with adding current we should add the same cascade  to 
the trap N3  with the same relation of the resistors R3/R2=10-30 . 
 
Realization of this cascade amplifier does not need any special technology and the amplifier can be 
fabricated in the same vacuum circle as the main bolometer on the same chip. Cascade principle with 
the same voltage bias supply for all junctions in opposite polarity  gives opportunity to realize amplifier 
without any additional power supply.  
For realization of the multi-pixel array of the sensors the most important question  is a number of 
additional wires for amplifiers. For this cascade amplifier the number of additional wires is equal zero! 
So, this amplifier can be very attractive for large imaging arrays of sensors [14]. 
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